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                                    Abstract

   The intension of this paper is to bring but the concept of several regional economic growth

models which focus attention on the controllabillty of reglonal income disparity viz-the Neoclas-

sicai-type moclel, the Rahman-type model and the Model reference adaptive model. Among three

models, the Model reference adaptive technique is conceived to be a useful method in specifying

the quantitative analysis of the adaptive process of regional economic development.

Key Words: Regional economic growth model, Regional income disparity, Neoclasslcal-type model,

Ral}man-type model, Model reference adaptive model.

         '

1. Intreduction

    The regional income disparity kas been of great interest to maRy scholars

and policy makers as well ik the history of every stage of development. Belng the

rnajor input in the process of regional development, deep analysis in the field

sternmed not only from academic motivation but also from the need for sound
poiicy formulation.

    The intension of this paper is to bring out the concept of several regional

economic growth models which focus attention on the controllability of regional

income disparity viz-the Neoclassical-type model, the Rahman-type rnodel and

the Model reference adaptive model. ･
2. NeeelassicaFType Modei

    The Neoclassical-type model is based on the growtlt theory by Samuelson

and Solow. This chapter reports two models such as Fukuchi model and Mera
model.

  2.1 Fufeuchi modeli'

    ･This model represents a national economy which is divided into n regions

with the following assumptions such as all regions have a Cobb--Douglas-type

production function, the regional growth rates of the production factors diverge
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from the overall average in proportion to the differences in productivity of the

respective factors in the respective regions, and the factors are fully employed.

    The mathematical format!on is as follows:

        Yl,t=aeKf･,i,L:i, (cui+a2=:1,cvle,a2>O) (2.1)
                           (i -- 1, 2, ･･･, n)

             '
        liKi,t=Ki,tmKi,e-i :(r+rp'2i,t-i) Ki,e-i (2･ 2)
                           (i= 1, 2, ･･･, n)

        ALi,t=Li,t-Li,t-i =(pt+p i-) Li,t-i (2･ 3)
                          (im- 1, 2, ･･･, n)

        2,,, -((--t-o-tt----),,,-(--bq--I- lly･-i-),] -:- (-･l,ttt--), (2. 4)

                          (i -- 1, 2, ･･･, n)

         ,,,, ,., ((--3-i-),,,,-(Ig'i' lll"Ilgil.( b,wwiY-), (2. s)

                          (i-- 1, 2, ･･･, n)

        (-5'trY-),- cu G:-7) (2. 6)

        (wwg't'i' ), "= CY2("'i'`'i-) (2. 7)

        g=cr,klti L-`,rr (2. 8)
        - ln        K`=wwiT- ,,Z･ l...i "Ki'` (2' 9)

        - ln        Lt": -man"'- ,l ...., Li,e (2. 10)
    Notations

      Kt,t: the capital stock in the i-th region at time t.

      Li,t: the labor force in the i-th region at time t.

      Yi,t: the outpu't in the i-th region at time t.

      rp : the adjustment coefllcients of the interregional movement of capital.

      p : the adjustment coeflicients of the interregional movement of labor.

      Kt : overall average inputs of capital at time t.

      Lt : overall average inputs of labor at time t.
      S>L : macroscopic average output at time t.

      2i,t : the divergences of the marginal productivities of capital at time t.

      ni,.t : the divergences of the marginal productivities of labor at time t.

      r : the average rates of growth of capital.

      pt : the average rates of growth of labor.
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    The mechanism of the equations mentioned above is interpreted as follows:
(1) We abtain ('TLig:.51,,te{:, "'Z--t- i-fu) according to the divergences of the marginal

    productivities of capital and Iabor at time t-1(Ri,trmi, Ti,t"i)

(2) we obtain ((g･/-Y----),,,, ( oa--zY--),.,1 according to (AK,,e,AL,,e) and (K,,e, L,,t)

(3) We obtain (2i,e, ni,t) according to the overall average input of capitalmand laH.bor

    at' time t(rt,, L,), macroscopic average output at time t(9L) and ((-Iil'i-),,(-tt-),1

    In the model, the marginai rates of growth of capital and }abor in the deveioped

region must decrease according to moving the capital and labor from the developing

region to developed region for decreasing the regional income disparities such as

        (-j-b;---- z [(--i---),., rm (..tt...),]2]ii･

    Then, the globally stable condition is if and only if,

        cvk(r-pt)<crip+alery<2+cri(r-pt) (2.Ii)
    The application of the analysis to Japanese economy in the l950's and early

1960's revealed that in spite of an increase in and which is favorable for the reduc-

tion of income disparities, the stability condition was not satisfied because of too

                                                                        'higharate of growth. '-
    Ful<uchi attempted to extend this modet to a corresponding weak and strong

stability conditions of per-capita income in a mu}ti-regional economy.2)

  2.2 Mei"a model3)

    This model is assumed to be perfectly mobiie interregionally, i. e., the physica}

location of every unit of labor ancl capital can be changed instantaneously without

cost. In such a system physical distribution of productive factors is determined

for any instant of time by the profit maximizing motive.

    The growth path that maximizes the aggregate ethciency of the system, 2i.

    The growth is determined by soluing the following problem: To maximize

        .i=.iinv,.gS:'.(iwws)[4.iFi(Li,,.{ilil.)L.il:Aziii(.k..z.2...t.ISgli....)J..,-ptdlr (2.i2)

subject to

       L= Li+L2 =(Lte+ L2e) e" (2. 13)

       R=s[A,E(L,,Kl)+A,,l7b(L2,K.)]-a(Kl+KL),Kl,Kko (2.Is)

       K(O)+K, (O) =Kh (2. 17)
    Notations

       Kt:thecapitallocatedallinregioni. (i=1,2)
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       Li:thelaborlocateda}1inregioni. (i=1,2)
       K: the production function ofiregion. (iww-1,2)
       Ai: the technology efliciency ofiregion (iww-1,2>

       S: the depreclation expense rate.

       s: the saving rate.

    Compare the above problem with one of a system of two !solated regions

without subsidy programs. The aggregate ediciency of the system of isolated re-

gions is defined by:

        .,=ige(i-si)AiiTl(Li,KLI),ll.(kwwojA2]F}i(L2,.Kh),-,sdt (2.is)

Let

        s=siq+s2(1-q) (2.19)
               A, ,Fl
        9= --A"1'A""'ep"rmA'E')eE" (2. 2o)
Next, three additioned constraints is as follows:

        Li=Liee2` (2. 21)
        -SKi<Kl<A,E-6Kl (2. 22)
        Ki (O)=Klo (2. 23)
    Therefore, the aggregate efliciency is greater with mobile factors thaR with

immobile factors

        21>22

    Furthermore, Mera tried to analyze the disparities of regional income arising

from the regional production functions. The case of Japan can be concluded that

when per worker incomes are equalized among prefectures or major sectors and
reglons through the redistribution of social capital, the national income would be

less by about 30 percent in the short run and by about 12 percent in the long

run' than would be achieved through the traditional distribution of social capital,

and that the national income cannot be increased much by redistributing soclal

capital from the observed pateyn. Therefore, although the interregional lncome

equalization is a diMcult task aRd costly in £erms of foregone productions, the
improvements in interregional income differential can be achleved without sacrificing

much in the aggregate production by a proper mix of available policy measures.

                       '
3. Rahman-Type Model

    Rahman-type model is treated by using some optlmal techniques arising from

Rahman model. This chapter reports four models such as Rahman model, Sakashita

model, Yamarnura model and Fujita model.
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  3.1 Rahman modeli･5)

    This first oriented study of theoretical reseaych on the regional income dispari-

ties is treated by a centralized economic model.

    The alm of this model is to analyze, in aggregative terms, the logic of reglonal

allocation of investment in a two-region economy where the following condltions

hold :

(1) the central control and planniRg of investment are aimed at maximizing the

    natioma1 income at the end of the planning period.

(2) the regional sentiments demand that the process of economic growth should

,,, ¥s,t B;t",g.,lb,e,W g",x･.r℃lgs.2ix?aE.'tg '1:.t¥e,,geglo2a.L,///j"g.f,tazd,#gCsl･. ,,. ,..

    reglons.
(4) the planned saving equals planned investment through central direction.

    Fyom the condition (4), we obtain the fo}lowing equation.

        -K--`-tLg:+,kli-r-`C-v-)--- + --C･ il(---e-:-t:--/･=E---2- t[--g-)--- =: s, `c,+si,zi, (3} 1)

                (t :1, 2, ･･･, T)

    Notations

       xe: the regioRal income of regioR 1 at t!me t.

       yt: the regional income of region 2 at time t.

       ki: the productivity of investment of region 1.

       fe2: the pxoductivity of investment of region 2.

        si: the saving ratio of region 1.

        s2: tlte saving ratio of region 2.

       2t: the national income at time t.

    In the equation (3.1), the }eft-hand side represents the total investment and

the right-hand side represents the totai saving in the whole country at time t.

And all the coeMcients si, s2, ki and k2 are positive. Further, without loss of

generality we assume region 1 to be the more productive of the two, so that
to get a given increase of income less investrnent is required in region 1 than in

region 2.

        In other words, ki>fe2. (3 .2)
    The non-disinvestrnent constraints is expressed as:

        ct+i}irJct and yt+i;}lyt (3.3)
    From the condition (2), the political constraints are expressed in the following

form:

        ivt+i!xt+i)2}iiri and (xt+ilvt+i);]}r7le;O<h,le<1 (3.4)

    Tke problem is the maximize 2T :xT+yT, subject to the condition (3. 2), (3. 3)

and (3. 4).
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    The followlng proposition are analyzed by the application of Bellman's Pxincip. Ie

of Optimality.

(1) In general, the optimum income combination lies at an extreme every time.

(2) If siki>fpfe2, then the optimum program favors the more productive region 1,

    throughout the entire plan- period. .
(3) In order that the optimum program may favor the Iess productive region 2,

    in any time at all, s2fe2 must exceed siki.

(4) If in any particular time the optimum position favors the less productive region,

    then in all earlier times, if any, the same region must be favored.

(5) Given sk2>siki, and a plan-period sufficiently large, the optimum program

    must favors the less productive region in a number of lnitial times.

  3.2 Stzfeashita model6'

    Rahman model was modified into a mixed ecoRomy which consists of private

and publlc sectors in the case of two-region by Sa}<ashita model.

    This model is considered a two-region economy is which the central govemment

can impose current income taxes within a certain limit anytime it wishes.

    The equations of Sakashita model are as follows;

         de
        nvdz' =:ol2(1-i") (siJz+fpy)+6iur(si t+fpy) (3. 5)

        nv[';i(ww =o2(1-2)(1-r) (six+opy)+S2(1-u) r(six+fpy) (3. 6>

    Notations

        x: the regional income of the first region.

        y: the regional income of the second region. '
        ci: the average propensities of consumption in region i(i-ml, 2)

        si:thesavingratioinregioni, (iww-1,2).
        ai: the incrementai output-capital ratio of the private investment in region

            i(i=1, 2). i       bi: the incremental output-capital ratio of the public investment in region

            i(i= 1, 2).

        1: the proportion of private investment shared to the first region.

        u: the proportion of public lnvestment shared to the first region.

and

         O<7-<0

         O<u<1

ai, 6i, si and 2 are constant coefflcients and u and r are instrumental variables

for the central government. '
    By the adoption of new variables, ei=or.r aRd t92 =(1-u)r, the system of equa-

tions (3.5) and (3.6) is rewritten as
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de-= (q2(1-0i-02)+Sia1(six+s2Y)

-adiig-.=(ale(1-2)(1-0,-a)+62&1(SiX+S2Y)

(3. 8)

(3. 9)

where

oga,

    The target
starting with a

(3. 8) and (3. 9).

Maximize

is

set

OK&,

to

of

a+& se

maximize the national income at the final time

initial conditions, xo and yo at t :O under the

(.(T)+y(T)1= S:

This problem should

The Hamiltonian is

H=-¢o( #+

(n-cdrl2r-.ua + wwCdrIY.m ) dt + (x, + yo)

of the Pontrijagin

   (3. 10>

period, t = T,

constraints of

be solved

defined as

where
    sL)o) gbi

    At t= T,
conditions

of new auxiliary

H

fl)" ¢t

    The
linearly dependent

    If the following relative

of the optimum

by the use

 follows ;

du
mmc'

lt'ww- + ip2

ciizi

imZ7f-

(3. 11)

maxlmum principle.

(3. 12)

 and ip2 are auxiliary variables whose behaviors are given by

ww`idiptun umOma = O

uad

di¢K. .. fi lg.u (3. 13)
,r･dip, aH
  dt- 6y
     we see that ¢e(T)=-1 and ¢i(T) =¢2(T)=O by the transversality
 at the terminal point. (3.12) and (3.13) are rewrited by the introduction

       variables, du=1+¢i and ip2 =1+ip2･

 :{[q2¢i+a2(1-Z)¢2]+[(Si-q2)ipt-op(1-Z)whlei

       +[-q2ipi +(62-op(1-2)) ¢2] &](nyx+w) (3. 14)

-t-dit-1- = - &([q2(1 - q - &) + 6i Oi] ipi + lop (1 m 2) (1 - 0i wu &) + S2 &] ip2)

-4,-ltip-2--=-s,l[olz(1-e,-e,)+ti,o,]ip,+[op(1-2)(1-e,-&)+s2&]ip,l

                                                        (3. 15)

two equations in (3.15) are mutually dependent, so that ¢i and ip2 are
        on each other.
                sizes of parameters are assumed, the following properties

 ' solutiontotheregionalaJlocationproblemareobserved.
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         Si < 62 < a2 < oj

         Si6i<sioi<fp6,<fpol, (3.16)
         s,oi2+s,oiz(1-2)<fpti,
                                   ･1
(1) As indicated by assumptions (3.16), the public investment in one of the regions

    will be justified durlng some phase of the planniRg period, even if it is less

    productive than the private investment in the same region. The reason is

    that the central government can directly control the interreglonal flow of

    public funds outside the market mechanism and can concentrate its public

    investment on the region wlth greater growth potential.

(2) If T is very large, the public investment should be almost persisteRtly con-

    centrated to the second region. as far as there is no change in the value of

    relevant parameters.

(3) The resultant optimum solution is very sensitive to the xelative sizes of such

    parameters as sb ai, tii(i=1,2), and 2. Then, if there is some slight change

    in them by means of social overhead investment, we may observe a drastic

    change of tlte eptimum solution.

    This model was extented into n-region model by Ohtsuki, Y.7)

  3.3 Ydmamura Model8-9)

    Rahman mode} was extendecl into the regional economic grow£h model under
the condition that any wide of the regional income disparities did not resu}t at the

end of the planned period by Yamamura model.
    The mathematical formation of this model holds the following condltions.

(1) The allocation of regional investment is aimed at maximizing the national

    income under the condition that the terminal regional incomes at the planned

    period are equalized.

(2) The supply of funds for investment will be limited to the sum of savings in

    each region.

(3) The productivity of investment, saving ratio and local autonomy rate are given

    through the central government.

(4) The investment for the dissolution of the maximum income disparity is given

    by the mutual consents of all regions.

    The performaRce equations from condition (2) are as follows:

        jf ff        £(X//-XSri)IP// =X S//-iXS･-i (3. 17)        j'=-1 .i----1
        ･ (i--1,2,･･･,N)

where

        .]S(?-Xl,-i=:1['//C.I;'(1-r)(tfl.I.,SS･-iXS･-i)+P//rSS･-iXS=i (3.ls)

    The boundary condition are as fol]ows:

        Cti -- l5C9 (3. 19)



(1)

(2)

(3)
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                k#j'

 The performance equations from eondition (1) are as follows:

     XS=･･･････････････XV£, (3.21)
     J=Zi"- Max (Z"= E./L, Xci) ' (3･ 22)

                                                                  ' Notatlons

    P//: the productivity of lnvestment of region 7' at tlme i

    S//: the saving ratio of region j' at time i.

    U//': tke proportion of investment shared to the region 1' at time i.

     (tel,U3=-i, i--i,2,･･･,M ' ･(3.23)

     r: the local autonomy rate.

    M: the number of regions.
    N: the plan period time.
    X]: the regional income of regioR 1' at time i.
                                                      '
     (X.//-X;'ri)20, (i--1,2,･･･,N,7'=1,2,･･･,M) (3.24)

Cj=Xg･: the regional lncome of region ]' at initlal time.

    D//: the minimum porportion of lnvestment of region 7' at time i.

   (ogD//gyM) '' (3. 2sj･'
     2i: the national income at time i.

     (2i=tY,.t,Xi' i=i'2'''''N) (3'26)

     Min Xll: ((1+izP;･SY･) l5(9+P](1-i) (t{//l,kS19 X9) D]･) (3. 27)

     MaxX}:((i+7zP;･S19)X19+P;(i-O(tY.l.,SS･X19)(i-,;,Dk)] (3･28)

    D.: the limit point of controliability.

 IO,D.]: the feasible region of controllability.

 The main results are as follows.

 Assume that S//' :Sab D/r=Qi and P// :4(i=1,2,･･･,N; j--1,2,･･･,M). The
 controllability of the minimum proportion of investment (Dv) is not realized lf

 at least one of the following two cases such that .><}kMin X3･ and X) gMax Xll

 does not hold.

 Assume A>.P>, S==&, Cl=q, when tlte disparity of productivity of invest-

 ment between A and 4 lncreases on the local autonomy rate increases, the
 Iimit point of controilability (D,) decreases and also the feasible region of con-

 terollability of D. decreases.

 Assume Pl>4, S =5h, Cl>q, when the disparity of the regional income at
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    lnitial time between q and q increases the p}ann period time N decreases,

    the limit point of controllability (D.) decreases and also the feasible region of

    controllability of D. decreases.

    The discrete formation of this regional economic growth model was reformed

    to a continous case formation without essential dithculty,iO) and to a more

generalized model for the redistribution policy of population.i!)

  3.4 Fwfita Modeli2'

    Fujita model was developed a generalization of the Rahman model by introduc-

ing scale economies and diseconomies in the production process.

    The mathematical formations are as fo1)ows'
                                            '

        Maximize tl.:,F(Ki(T)) (3.29)
subject to

        Ri(t)=ei(t)st/l.t,F(Kj(t)) i--1,2,･･･,n (3.3o)

        n        Ze,(t)=1,e,(tkO,i--1,2,･･･,n,Oma<tgT (3.31)
        i#.-1

        K(O)=K:, i=1,2,･･･,n (3.32)
    Notations

 X(t)=:F(Ki(t)): the regional production function of region i.

         Ki(t): the amount of capital in region i at time t.

           K2･: the amount of capital in region i at the initial time, t=O,

          0i(t): the values of investment ratio of region i at time t.

            s: savlng ratlo.

    Chose values of investment ratio. 0i(t), i=1,2,･･･,n, at each time so as to

maximize the total income in the final period.

    The alternative assumption on the form of regional production function F are

as follows:

(i) decreasing return to scale, namely,

    F'(K)>O and F"(K)<O for all K20.
(ii) constant returns to scale, namely,

    F(K)=aK for al] K wltere a is a positive constant.

(ilD increasing returns to scale, namely,

    F'(K)>O and F"(K)>O for all K
(iv) variable return to scale, narnely,

    F'(K)>O for all K20, and F"(K)>O for ogKKK*,
    F"(K)=O for K=K*, F"(K)<O for K>K"･
    In addition, assume in a}1 cases that F(O)20 and F(K) is twice continously
differentiable at each K>O.

    To obtain the optimality conditions, the following Hamiltonian functlon H is

defined by applying the maximum principle.
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        H((P,)li,(K,)IV,(0,)li)E!iitel,l,,,P,K･,,ex:(tll.],0,P,)(str.;.,F(K,)) (3･33)

    Suppose that {(K(t))l`}g' and {(0i(t)?}g' are respectively, an optimal growth path

and an optimal allocatioB path. Then there exits a price path {(Pi(t))?}g' which

satisfied the next three conditions.

                                                  na) H((Pi(t)l',(Ki(t)?,(0,(t)):i)=:max{H(Pi(t))r,(Ki(t))l',(0i)?!Z0i :1,ei2O,i=1,2,･･･,n}

                                                  i,･--1

(b) P,(t)=:-aH((]P,(t))li,(Kle(t))Ii,(0,(t))?)!OK,

        for i--1,2,･･･,n and OgtgT (3.3s)
(c) Rt(T)=F'(K(T)) fori=1,2,･･･,n

        where Pi(t)=dP(t)dt (3.36)
represents the incremental amount of the finai income which is obtained by exoge-

nously lncreasing the stock of capital in region i by one unit at time t on the

optimal path. Namely, Pi(t) represents the accounting price (shadow price) ofa unit

of capital in region i at time t in terms of the final income.

    According to (3.34), the optimal rule for investment allocation is given by

        :e, (t) =1 (3. 37)        ie¢(e

where

        P.,,(1',,=,,.lr?11.,X.,",'2`,,:tL .,,,} l (3 3s'

    That is, at each time, all of the investment fund of the economy should be

aHocated among regions which have the highest price of capita! at .that time.

    According to (3.35),

        Pz(t) =:-(tt/.,0j(t) Pd(t)) sF (Kt(t)) (3.3g)

                iww-1, 2, ･･･, n, at each 4 OStgT

    From (3.38) to (3.39),

        .        p,(t)=-P(t)sF'(KS.(t)), i--1,2,･･･," (3.40)
    In any of the cases (i) to (iv), Pi(t)>O and Pi(t)<O for each i, iww-1, 2,･･･, n,

and all t>O.

    Furthermore, Fujita tried to analyze the case of n regions and variable returns

to scale, and concluded the following results. If the investment allocation is free

in the competitive economy, the allocation of investment will be switched from the

more developed region to the less developed region only after the more developed

region becomes so congested that agglomeration economies accumulated in the
initia! stages are completely outweighed by agglomeration diseconomics accumulated
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in the }ater stages. To achieve the optimal growth path in the competitive economy

the government shou}d improve a sufficiently high congestion tax on investment

in the more developed region so as to discourage the over-accumulation of capital.

                   '
4. Model Reference Adaptive Modeli3),i4),i5)ti6),i7)

    Economic development, a branc,ht･of economics, may be defined as the quantita-

tive analysis in lts relatioR to controi science and the scope of app}ications of it

has broadened greatly to the economic development.

    However, only a relatively small amount of research has been made oR the

use of adaptive control techniques. It was R. E. Murphy, Jr. who first oriented

the study on adaptive process in economic systems. And he treated one of the
adaptive techniques such as stochastic information control techniques.

    Among various altternative method for adaptive control technique, the use of

the technique known as Model reference adaptlve technique was oriental one of the

most feasible approaches possible foy the regional economic growth analysis by

Yamamura, E.
    The basic scheme of a Model reference adaptive system is called a parallel

model reference adaptive system in order to differentiate it from other Model

reference adaptive model configurations.

    The adaptation of this type is due to the fast that a measure of the difference

between the given index of performance specified by the reference model ancl the

index of performance of the adjustable system is obtained directly by the comparison

of states of the model with those of the adjustable model.

    Model reference adaptive system:

    Reference model

        YM =filf(u, "?nf, cM, t)

    Where .Pitt are parameters of the reference model.

        Ys =.11(u, JP,, x,, t)

    Where P, are parameters of the adjustable model.

    Index of performance which expresses the difference between the given index

of performance specified by the model and that of the adjustable model.

      JJp = F(s, ?iEi-.?,, e, t)

    Where

        e =nm YM ww Ys

        e= sqnt-xs

    Model reference adaptive system minimizes the JJp defined above by parameter

adaptation or by sigRal-synthesis adaptation via the adaptation mechanisrn that his

the generalized error as one of its inputs.

    The typical economic development system is such as the reference model speci-

fied by the developed regioR economy and the developing region economy specified
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bytheacljustablemodeL .
    The aim of this economic development system is how to develop the economic

level form the developing region economy to the developed region economy. Namely,

the economic development system minimizes the Jxp defined above by parameter
adaptation or by signal-synthesis aclaptation via the adaptation mechanism.

    The patameter adaptive is represented in an industrial structure change to

develop the developing region industyial structure such as the developed region

economy.
    The signal-synthesis adaptation is represented in an allocation changes of invest-

ments between industrial sectors to deveiop the output of developing region economy

to the same level of deveioped region economy.

    The another typical ecoRomic policy system is such as the real economic system

specified by the reference model aRd the economic p}anning model specified by the

adjustable model aRd also the reverse specification.

    The alm of this economic policy system is how to control the index of per-

formance which expresses the difference between the given index of performance

specified by real economic system and that of the economlc planning model. Namely,

the economic policy system minimizes the ,Iip defined above by parameter adaptation

or by signal-synthesis adaptation via the adaptatlon mechanism.

    The parameter adaptatlon ls represented in an minimization of any norm of

the difference between the state sector of real economic system and tlte economic

planning model･.

    The signal-synthesis adaptation is represented in an input control that minimizes

the difference between tlie output of the real economic-system and the economic

planning mode].

    Tltere are also many ecofiomic contyol studies for various applications of Model

reference adaptive techniques.

5. Conclusion

    We considered the Neoclassical-type model, the Rahman-type model and the

Model reference adaptive model.

    Among three models, the Model reference adaptive technique is conceived to

be a useful method in specifying the quantitative analysis of the adaptive process

of regional economic development, And this model was extended the adaptive
process of the regional economic development by using the Model reference adaptive

technique with the uncertainty concerRing the values of the adjustable model's

parameters, and also the parametric identification and adaptive state observation.i5,i6)
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